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LUI OFFICE SWIVEL CHAIR

SEATING COMFORT ON CASTORS

A small swivel from the desk to the filing cabinet, a few centimetres to the right to the printer and from there to the 

left to the wall calendar – the new lui office swivel chair brings mobility to the wohnofficeT7. With its lightweight 

but strong 5-star swivel base made of die-cast aluminium, it can rotate 360° and the free-running double castors 

glide silently along on both hard and soft floor coverings. This means you can reach your equipment and cupboards 

smoothly and easily. In addition to flexibility and agility, the ergonomics of an office chair are particularly important – 

after all, you often spend several hours at a time sitting down. That‘s why TEAM 7 has equipped the lui office swivel 

chair with a 3D movement mechanism with 12° rocking function in all directions. This ensures dynamic sitting that’s 

kind to your back. The continuously height-adjustable gas spring also allows the seat height to be adjusted from 45 to 

56 cm, guaranteeing the user‘s ideal angle to the desk – for people of any size. The ergonomic moulded wood seat shell 

with soft padding takes care of the rest, making even long periods of sitting easy and comfortable. With the lui office 

swivel chair, TEAM 7 is once again expanding the large lui chair family around lui, lui plus and grand lui and offers 

even more options with the swivel base. The new design version in trendy matt black is available for all upholstered 

seat shell design options of lui, lui plus and grand lui, and comes in numerous fabric and leather colours. This variety 

means that the lui office swivel chair can be harmoniously integrated into any living environment and cuts a fine figure 

not only at the desk but also in the living area. Thanks to this visual coherence, various lui family members can also 

be perfectly coordinated.
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